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Abstract  This paper develops a case study using the process algebra
CSP to enable controlled interaction between B machines This illustrates
how B machines are essential components within a combined communi
cating system The development steps used to build the case study are
new they are applications of theoretical results which allow us to focus
on the external interface of a combined communicating system  compo
sitionally verify it  and show that it is a renement of a more abstract
specication described in CSP This allows safety and liveness properties
to be established for combinations of communicating B machines
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  Introduction
This paper focuses on a case study which illustrates the development steps to be
followed in order to achieve a veried system specication expressed using the
BMethod  and the process algebra of Communicating Sequential Processes
CSP 	 The BMethod is used to specify the datarich aspects of the system
whilst CSP naturally captures the 
ow of events within a system We use B and
CSP since they both have mature and existing tool support for verication  
 The contribution of the paper is both the detailed development of the case
study and the methodology adopted in order to achieve the nal system
The paper applies previous and recent results  in the development
steps which form our methodology for developing combined communicating sys
tems The results dene a theoretical framework for specifying combined speci
cations using CSP and B Previously  we focused on proving that a collection
of controllers Ps are consistent with their underlying machines Ms A single
controller P is a CSP process which can encapsulate a single 
ow of control for a
B machineM and some of its events correspond directly to B operations Consis
tency between P and M is proven by identifying a control loop invariant CLI 
a predicate on the state of the B machine and the indexes which correspond to
process state of the CSP controller  which must be true at any recursive call
This provides a link between the state of the B machine and the process state 
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Fig    An architecture for concurrent B machines
which must be strong enough to ensure nondivergence ie operations must be
called within their preconditions Proof obligations to establish this were identi
ed in  essentially  a translation of the CSP control loop into corresponding
AMN must be strong enough to guarantee establishment of the CLI 
In  we identied an architecture to coordinate interaction between col
lections of combinations of B machines Ms and their controllers Ps This ar
chitecture  is shown in Figure   and is again adopted in this paper so that any
communication is between a machine and controller pair P k M   between two
or more controllers  or between a controller and its external environment Two
results support composition of the components
Result  If all the CSP controllercontrolled B machine pairs are divergence
free  then so is the entire parallel combination This is a useful result  since we
already know how to establish that individual CSPB pairs are divergencefree
using the CLI technique
Result  If the system is divergencefree  and the parallel combination of the
CSP controllers without their controlled B machines is deadlockfree  then the
entire parallel combination is deadlockfree This is a valuable result  since the
combination of CSP controllers can be checked using FDR  and this enables the
results of such a check to be lifted to include the B components
The architecture adopted in this paper was not in used in our early work  
 because external events interacting with the system were only used to set up
appropriate values for B variables modelling the environment of an embedded
system  and thus we permitted their 
ow of control to permeate into the un
derlying B machines In our current work we view a B machine as a component
which interacts only with its immediate environment which is a CSP controller
In this paper we emphasise how a B machine can be viewed as a component
at the heart of a combined communicating system but where the overall system
interface is dened as interactions with the external environment in the CSP
description In general  our CSP k B approach does not preclude B operations
of a machine from contributing to this interface but we do not discuss this in this
paper Having identied this interface we can encapsulate via CSP hiding any
internal system activity We apply recent results to show even after hiding this
behaviour we can still prove that a collection of controllers Ps remain consistent
with their underlying machines Ms and that the controllers themselves are
divergencefree Furthermore  we will also show that a combined communicating
system Ps k Ms is a renement of a more abstract specication described
solely in CSP This allows safety and liveness properties to be established for the
combined system
We now outline developments steps we use to build combined communicating
systems  so that we can refer to them throughout the paper
Step  Dene the individual B machines 
Step  Give CSP controllers for them that describe the 
ow of control for their
use 
Step  Prove consistency between each of the B machines and their controllers
to establish divergence freedom 
Step  Prove deadlock freedom of the combination of the controllers 
Step  Establish that hiding internal events does not introduce any further
divergences 
Step  Verify safety and liveness properties of the system 
Step  Steps 	 and  may only be possible if we introduce appropriate guards
and assumptions  and extra events into the CSP Steps  and  may only be
possible if we introduce state as necessary into the CSP
Step  If state was introduced in the CSP it can be dropped following verica
tion so that we end up with the system we had in Step  and  but which
has now been veried
Steps 	 and  are applications of Results  and  above Steps  and  can
be performed independently but both need to be achieved by the end of the
development of a particular system They are also likely to have an iterative
eect on the development Similarly  Step  means that we have to redo Steps 
 When more state is added to the CSP it is likely to be more dicult to achieve
Step 	 due to the complex interaction of B machines and their controllers
This paper is organised as follows Section  introduces the CSP controller
language and semantics Section 	 introduces the recent consistency results which
underpin our CSPk B approach Section  describes the case study development
in detail and Section  ends with a discussion The paper assumes familiarity
with AMN further details can be found in 
 CSP Controllers and B Machines
	 Notation for Controllers
CSP is a language for describing processes of concurrent systems and their pat
terns of interactions The unit of interaction is the atomic event which processes
perform and on which they may synchronise Events can be unstructured such
as start  or they can have some structure  generally of the form of a channel
name c and some values v that are passed along a channel Thus the occurrence
of c 	  may be understood as the passing of the values 	 and  along the channel
c The occurrence of events is atomic The set of all events is denoted 
We will use a subset of CSP to describe the controllers for B machines The
language we use is based on the language in   	   and is given by the
following pseudoBNF rule
P  a   P j cx hE x i   P j d vfE vg   P j
evxfE x g   P j evx hE x i   P j
P
 
  P

j P
 
u P

j
u
x jEx 
P j if b then P
 
else P

end j S p
where a  c and d can be both communication and synchronisation channels  and
e is a machine channel  x represents all data variables on a channel  v represents
all data values being passed along a channel  E x  is a predicate on x it may
be elided  in which case it is considered to be true  b is a boolean expression 
and p is a process expression Note that the notation for machine channels has
reverted to standard CSP notation  where  denotes input to the process  and
 denotes output from the process Previously in    we considered CSP
processes as wrappers for the B machines rather than controllers  and so the
notation described communications on machine channels from the point of view
of the B machine ie  for output from the machine  and  for input to it
Although the semantics remains the same  the change in notation re
ects the
shift in our view of the CSP process
The process a   P can perform an event a and then behave as P  The input
process cx hE x i   Px  denotes a process that can accept any input x along
channel c  provided x satises the guard E  It will block other inputs Having
accepted x   it will behave as Px  Conversely  the output process d vfE vg  
P will initially output v along channel d  If v meets the assumption E then it
will behave as P   otherwise it will diverge
Communication on machine channels involves both input and output  though
special cases might drop one or even both of these A machine channel e will
correspond to an operation x  ev of the underlying B machine  matching
the input v of the operation to the output from the CSP  and the output x of the
operation to the CSP input This communication can include either an assump
tion or a guard The communication evxfE x g   Px  can accept any x as
input  but will diverge if E x  is not satised Conversely  the communication
evx hE x i   Px  can only accept inputs x which satisfy the guard E x 
Inputs which fail the guard are blocked
The external choice  P
 
  P

  is initially prepared to behave either as P
 
or
as P

  with the choice being made on occurrence of the rst event The choice of
the rst event is made by the environment of the choice Conversely  the choice
P
 
u P

chooses internally whether to behave as P
 
or as P

  and its environment
has no control over the way the choice is resolved Indexed internal choice 
u

chooses a value x such that is meets the predicate E x  and then behaves as
the process P which may depend on the value of x  Another form of choice is
controlled by the value of a boolean expression in an if expression
S p is a process name where p is an expression Each process expression
contains a recursive call  S p For example  a process which manages a set of
values can be described by two recursive families Set and Flush indexed by sets
SetS   inx hx  S i   SetS  fxg
  
u
v S
out v   SetS  fvg
   ush   FlushS 
FlushS   if S  fg then SetS  else 
u
v S
out v   FlushS  fvg
Observe the use of the guard on the input channel in to block the input of any
value which is already in the set S  and that some arbitrary member of S is
selected for output If the event  ush is chosen then the behaviour is described
by Flush  which only allows outputs until the set is empty
	 Composing Controllers
In addition to the language for controllers  CSP provides a number of composi
tion operators These can be used to combine controller processes  and can also
be applied to B machines considered as CSP processes  since they can be given
a CSP semantics The operators we are concerned about in this paper are the
following
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The parallel composition operator  P
 
k P

  executes P
 
and P

concurrently 
requiring that they synchronise on events in both their alphabets  and allowing
independent performance of events outside their alphabets In this paper the
alphabet of a process will be all the events that it can perform This allows
messages to pass along channels There is also an indexed form k
i
P
i

For example  if the processes Copy and Copy are dened as follows
Copy  inx   mid x   Copy
Copy  midy   out y   Copy
then Copy k Copy can input values v on in  have both components synchronise
on mid  v which passes the value to Copy  and then have Copy independently
output v on out 
A special form of parallel composition is interleaving  which allows concur
rent processes to execute completely independently The combination P
 
jjj P

executes both P
 
and P

in parallel  but without any synchronisation  even on
commonevents For example Copy jjj Copy behaves as a bag of capacity  it can
accept up to two messages on channel in  and can output them independently
on channel mid  There is also an indexed interleaving operator
jjj
i
P
i

Finally for this paper  the hiding operator P n A executes P with the set
of events A as internal events This is often used on parallel combinations of
processes to make their communication channels internal once they have been
connected together For example  the process Copy k Copy n fj mid jg be
haves as a two place buer with input channel in and output channel out 
	 Semantics
CSP processes are identied with the observations that can be made of them
thus the semantics of a CSP process will be a set of observations The precise form
of the observations will describe the CSP model The traces model uses traces
as observations The stable failures model uses traces along with subsequent
refusals The failuresdivergences model uses traces  divergences  and failures
We brie
y describe them here A fuller explanation can be found in 
A trace tr of a process P is a nite sequence of events that it may be observed
to engage in The traces model identies a process with its set of traces
A divergence of a process P is a sequence of events tr such that P reaches a
divergent state which may be thought of as entering a nonterminating loop  or
in specication terms as a specication which allows any behaviour during the
performance of the sequence of events tr  A process is divergencefree if it has no
divergences Divergence denotes undesirable behaviour  and it is generally useful
to establish that a process is divergencefree
A refusal of a process P is a set X of events that P might be initially prepared
to refuse A stable failure of a process P is a tracerefusal pair tr X  such that
P can initially perform the sequence of events tr   and reach a nondivergent
state in which every event in X is refused The stable failures of P is denoted
F
SF
P 
If for some tr tr    F
SF
P  then P can reach a state in which no event
at all is possible  and we say that P has a deadlock If there is no such stable
failure  then P is deadlockfree
The semantic models allow renement P v Q means that the semantics of
Q is a subset of the semantics of P  This allows a process P to be treated as a
specication of allowed behaviours  and Q meets the specication if P v Q  In
this paper we use trace renement v
T
and stable failures renement v
F

The CSP modelchecker FDR allows checks for renement between processes
It also allows checks for deadlock and divergence freedom to be made automat
ically for CSP processes
B machines can also be given a semantics in any of these models    which
means that they also can be combined with CSP processes  and with each other
using CSP operators
 Recent Results on Combining Communicating Systems
In this section we present how the new development steps  outlined in Sec
tion  are justied as a result of recent theoretical extensions to our CSP k B
approach
	 Recent results
Result  in Section  shows that results about the CSP part of a combined system
can be lifted to the entire combination Recent results  have identied further
ways in which checks on the CSP part of the combined system can provide results
about the overall combination In particular  the following results are useful
In cases 	 and   they are in the context of a divergencefree combination
Ps k Ms  where Ps 
k
i
P
i
and Ms 
jjj
i
Mi   so these results are applicable
only after divergencefreedom has been established Here the Mi machines are
completely independent and do not communicate directly  so they are combined
using interleaving
Result  If Ps n Int is divergencefree  then so too is Ps k Ms n Int  If
we want to declare some channels as internal Int  this might introduce some
divergent behaviour  so it is necessary to check in any particular case that this
has not occurred This result enables this check to be carried out purely on the
CSP part of the combination
Result  If Ps and Ps

dier only on the divergences of Ps ie  any failure
tr X  of one but not the other must have that tr is a divergence of Ps then
Ps kMs  Ps

kMs In other words  the behaviour of Ps and Ps

in the context
of Ms is the same Informally  this is because Ms prevents Ps from reaching any
of its divergent behaviour In practice  as will be illustrated in the casestudy 
this result enables assumptions on CSP channels to be dropped or transformed
into guards This is because assumptions are simply predicates on values which
lead to divergent behaviour if the predicate is false If P
i
k M
i
is divergencefree
then all the assumptions must be true Replacing assumptions in P
i
with the
same predicate as a guard  or removing the assumption entirely  yields a process
P

i
which is the same as P
i
on the nondivergent behaviour of P
i
 This means
that the combination Ps can be transformed to a combination Ps

which is the
same on the nondivergent behaviour of Ps  and which might be more suitable
for checking in FDR
Result  If M is the set of all channels of the B machines  and M  Int  
and Ps does not have any guards on any of its channels  then Ps n Int v
F
Ps k
Ms n Int  In other words  once all the communications with the underlying state
machines are hidden and possibly others  then to show some failures property
of the system SPEC v
F
Ps k Ms n Int   it is sucient to show that the same
property holds purely for the CSP controllers Ps when those channels are hidden
SPEC v
F
Ps n Int  This result relies on the fact that the B machines that we
are concerned with do not block on any channel  and that the CSP processes do
not partially block on any internal channel in Int  in other words  they must be
open to any input on a channel if they are open to some A similar argument
holds for trace renement so that if we can show that a trace property holds for
a restricted controller interface it can also be lifted up to the combination
We will also make use of a folk theorem which is also given in  concerning
mutual recursion
Result  If the behaviour of a CSP process is completely independent of an
index in its recursive denition  then that index can be dropped
The development steps in Section  are applications of these results Results
	 and  are related to Step   Result  is related to Step   and Result  is related
to Step 
 Example
The example in this section is of a bank control system which processes the

ow of customers through a bank The bank contains only one counter and a
number of queues in which customers line up They can proceed from these
queues to the counter in order to process their business Customers can enter
the bank provided the bank has not reached its limit of customers Customers
can also leave the bank once they have nished their business This example
was originally inspired by the distributed buer example described in Circus 
where the cache and various 
ags were described separately from the ring
The development is highly iterative because placing the state appropriately
within the architecture to facilitate verication is not straightforward Thus  we
go through several incremental versions as follows
Version  identies all the important state and models it solely within B ma
chines Step  When required this state information is then passed via
parameters into and retrieved from the CSP as appropriate Having devel
oped the controllers Step  the consistency of the combined system Step
 and  is established Then an attempt to verify the desired system prop
erties Steps  and  is made and mostly fails
Version  restructures the architecture so that more state is added to the
CSP Step  in order to restrict its behaviour suciently so that a better
attempt can be made at verifying the desired properties This restructuring
eliminates the need for one of the B machines  but the state in the other
machine is so complicated that expressing it solely in CSP is not appropriate 
and so it is an essential part of the system As we stated in Section  this
restructuring means that we have to redo Steps 
 The advantage of the
resulting architecture is that it minimises the synchronous communication
needed between controllers before appropriate underlying state changes can
occur since less retrieval of state occurs from the underlying B
Version  diers only slightly fromversion  Nonetheless  this version is needed
so that we can condently check using FDR that the bank system is free
from any additional divergences which could have been introduced by the
hiding of internal events
MACHINE Counter
SEES Types
VARIABLES currentCustomer   queueNo
INVARIANT currentCustomer   CUSTOMER  queueNo   QUEUENUM
INITIALISATION
currentCustomer  defaultCustomer k queueNo   
OPERATIONS
setCustomer  cc   CUSTOMER  b currentCustomer  cc 
cc  getCustomer b cc  currentCustomer 
setnextQueue  qNo   QUEUENUM  b queueNo  qNo 
qq  getQueueNo b qq  queueNo
END
Fig    Counter Machine
The BToolkit  and FDR source les for the example can be downloaded
 

	 Version  of the Bank System
In the overview of this version above we stated that all the main state of the
system is captured in B machines We separate the state into two machines so
that one machine tracks all the information related to the counter and the other
deals with queues and the waiting customers These two machines are called
Counter and Queues  which are dened in Figures  and 	 respectively
The single bank counter is captured in the Countermachine It introduces the
variable currentCustomer to track the person currently being serviced The set of
all possible customers  CUSTOMER is declared in a separate context machine 
Types  as shown in Figure  Similarly  the set of queue numbers  QUEUENUM  
is declared in the same context machine This global visibility of types is typical
in B developments
Four very simple operations are oered by Counter setCustomer simply
assigns a customer to the counter getCustomer queries the current counter
setNextQueue updates the queue number to the next one to be serviced and
getQueueNo outputs the queue value
The Queues machine tracks customers in the dierent queues within a bank
by updating the customerQueues variable appropriately The invariant of the
machine provides constraints on the queues of customers  stating that customers
should only ever appear in at most one queue  and in at most one position It
also captures the fact that there is a safety limit of maxQueueingCustomers
representing the total number of queueing customers allowed in the bank
Four operations are oered by the machine The operation joinQueue non
deterministically adds a customer to the end of one of the shortest queues
 
httpwwwcsrhulacukhomehelenpaperszbsourcestargz
MACHINE Queues
SEES Types
VARIABLES customerQueues
INVARIANT customerQueues   QUEUENUM  iseq  CUSTOMER  
card  union  ran  customerQueues     maxQueueingCustomers 
  c    c    c    dom  customerQueues  
c   dom  customerQueues  
c   c  ran  customerQueues  c    	 ran  customerQueues  c      
INITIALISATION customerQueues  QUEUENUM 
 f   g
OPERATIONS
joinQueue  cc   CUSTOMER  b
PRE cc   ran  union  ran  customerQueues    
card  union  ran  customerQueues      maxQueueingCustomers
THEN
ANY number WHERE number   dom  customerQueues  
size  customerQueues  number   
min  ran   xx   xx   dom  customerQueues  j
size  customerQueues  xx     
THEN
customerQueues  number   customerQueues  number   cc
END
END 
cc  leaveQueue  queueNo   QUEUENUM  b
PRE customerQueues  queueNo     THEN
cc   rst  customerQueues  queueNo   k
customerQueues  queueNo   tail  customerQueues  queueNo  
END 
bb  queryQueueEmpty  queueNo   QUEUENUM  b
IF customerQueues  queueNo     THEN
bb  yes
ELSE
bb  no
END 
bb  queryIsInQueue  cc   CUSTOMER  b
IF cc   ran  union  ran  customerQueues    THEN
bb  yes
ELSE
bb  no
END
END
Fig    Queues Machine
MACHINE Types
SETS CUSTOMER  QSTATUS  f yes   no g
CONSTANTS defaultCustomer   maxQueueingCustomers   numQueues
PROPERTIES defaultCustomer   CUSTOMER  maxQueueingCustomers   N 
numQueues  card  QUEUENUM 
DEFINITIONS QUEUENUM b N
 
END
Fig    Types Machine
The precondition needs to state that the customer is not already in some other
queue and that themaxQueueingCustomers constraint has not been reached The
operation leaveQueue removes the customer from the head of a particular queue
and then all the other customers can move along Neither updating operation is
robust Therefore  the CSP controllers will have to protect the 
ow of control
appropriately In order to assist with this we provide two query operations The
operation queryQueueEmpty reports whether a particular queue of customers
is empty or not Note that if the output is no we know that it is safe to call
the leaveQueue operation We also provide the operation queryIsInQueue to
determine whether a customer is already in a queue This will be useful when it
comes to ensuring that the precondition of the joinQueue operation is met We
need not provide a query operation for the cardinality constraint because there
will be enough information in the CSP controllers to discharge this
Now let us consider the controllers which drive the Counter and Queues ma
chines so that the operations of these B machines are called appropriately within
the overall system We dene one controller for each machine  CounterCtrl and
QueuesCtrl   and so our combined system is BankSystem  CounterCtrl k
Counter k QueuesCtrl k Queues Figure  illustrates the overall architecture
of the whole system and highlights all the channels involved The main exter
nal interface of the system is given by the enterBank   report   and leaveBank
communication channels
CounterCtrl is a controller which deals with customer requests  and is given
in Figure  This is the process which takes overall control of communicating
with the environment It is dened in terms of a parameterised recursion The
parameter num represents the number of people in the bank ie the customer at
the counter and all the ones in queues Initially  there are no such customers and
so num is set to zero There are two main execution paths  described using sub
processes  which are controlled by an external choice The rst path processes
customers entering the bank and the second allows customers to leave the bank
Let us rst look at the process  JoinCtrl   which deals with customers entering
the bank It is not always possible to allow customers to enter a bank  since
there is a maximum limit on the number of people in the bank  represented
by the constant maxLimit  If this limit is not reached and a customer enters
enterBank
report
leaveBank
com	
com
com
canJoinResponse
getCustomer
setCustomer
setNextQueue
getQueueNo
joinQueue
leaveQueue
queryQueueEmpty
queryIsInQueue
CounterCtrl
QueuesCtrl
Counter
Queues
Fig    Communication Architecture of BankSystem Version 	
the bank there are two further branches First  if there are no customers at all
ie when num is zero the customer can proceed straight to the counter and
so the event setCustomer is performed  and in turn this corresponds to setting
the B variable currentCustomer to cc Second  if there are customers present
in the bank we must check that the new cc passed along the communication
channel enterBank is not the one at the counter If it is then we simply ignore
the request to allow cc to enter for a second time  and we report that the request
was unsuccessful with a fail communication along the channel report  However  if
cc is a dierent customer to the one at the counter we can send a synchronisation
communication to the QueuesCtrl described below to indicate that cc should
join an appropriate queue
Now let us consider the process  LeaveCtrl   which deals with leaving cus
tomers and there are two main possible behaviours First  if there is only one
customer then the customer to leave the bank is the one associated with cc ie
the one at the counter This information is retrieved using the getCustomer
event Then a communication along leaveBank indicates ccs departure  after
which we update the current customer to a default value and reset the number
of people in the bank to zero Second  if there is more than one customer in the
bank  then the person to leave is again the one at the counter but in this case
we must also move a person from a queue to the counter to be serviced next We
do this by querying which queue is to be serviced using getQueueNo and send
this information along com so that the QueueCtrl can extract the appropriate
customer We then wait for this information to be received along com	 along
with the new queue number which is the next queue to be serviced next time
round Following this synchronised communication we can perform the setting
events to update the counter and queue information The process ends with a
recursive call in which the total number of people in the bank is decremented by
one
CounterCtrl  CurrentCtrl
CurrentCtrlnum JoinCtrlnum   LeaveCtrlnum
JoinCtrlnum 
num   maxLimit  enterBankcc
num  report success setCustomer cc CurrentCtrlnum  	
 
num   getCustomercurrentCust
if cc  currentCust
then
report fail  CurrentCtrlnum
else
com	
cc canJoinResponsebb report bb
if bb  success
then
CurrentCtrlnum  	
else
CurrentCtrlnum 
LeaveCtrlnum 
num  	 getCustomercc leaveBank 
cc
setCustomer defaultCustomer  CurrentCtrl
 
num  	 getCustomercc leaveBank 
cc
getQueueNoqNo com
qNo  comnewCustnewQNo
setCustomer 
newCust setNextQueue
newQNo CurrentCtrlnum  	
Fig    Counter Controller
The other main controller is QueuesCtrl which drives the Queues machine to
process the queueing customers in the bank QueuesCtrl is dened in Figure   in
terms of a parameterised mutual recursion The parameter s holds the maximum
number of queueing customers one less that the bank limit Initially  there are
no such customers
There are two main possible execution paths in QueuesCtrl  the rst deals
with joining a queue  and the second processes leaving a queue The rst branch
receives a communication requesting that cc joins a queue As we stated earlier
the operation joinQueue is not robust and so this is re
ected in the CSP by a
query event and then wrapping an if statement around the main joinQueue event
which eectively changes the underlying B state If the customer cc is already
in another queue the request to join fails and the appropriate communication is
sent back to the CounterCtrl   otherwise it can proceed and the number of people
s can be incremented
The second path synchronises on the receipt of a queue number Subse
quently  a call to the NextQCtrl subprocess occurs The main event in this pro
QueuesCtrl QCtrl
QCtrls 
s  maxQueueingCustomers com	cc  queryIsInQueue
ccbb
if bb  yes
then
canJoinResponse
fail QCtrls
else
canJoinResponse
success joinQueuecc QCtrls  	
 
s   comqNo NextQCtrlsqNo
NextQCtrlsqueueNo 
queryQueueEmpty
queueNobb
if bb  no
then
leaveQueue
queueNocc com
cc
incqueueNo QCtrls  	
else
NextQCtrls incqueueNo
Fig    Queues Controller
cess is the one which eectively removes a customer from the queue  leaveQueue 
but again the corresponding B precondition needs to hold Therefore  we use a
query operation and an if statement in a similar way to the previous branch
From this we can clearly see that the underlying B machine has a direct impact
on the style of specication of a controller when we have complete information
hiding and fragile operations
If there is a queue of customers associated with the queue number qNo we can
then extract a customer and communicate this to the CounterCtrl along com	
We also pass the new queue information back to the other controller Finally 
we make a recursive call to QCtrl so that we are prepared to deal with further
queueing related requests
The NextQCtrl controller is itself an iterative process because if qNo is asso
ciated with an empty queue the controller needs to cycle through the queues in
the bank until a nonempty queue is found
The above completes our discussion of Steps  and  for this rst version of
the bank system Now we turn to the verication steps Step  requries that we
verify CounterCtrl k Counter and QueuesCtrl k Queues to be divergencefree
The CLI for CounterCtrl k Counter is simply true because we do not have to
ensure any preconditions are met other than typing ones An appropriate CLI
for QueuesCtrl k Queues is
s  
i domcustomerQueues
cardcustomerQueuesi
and again we can show that this holds true Informally  this is because each time
we add a customer to a queue we increment s by one and the cardinality of
one of the queues will also increase by one Similarly  when we remove a person
SPEC 
jjj
i f   maxLimitg
CUST
CUST  enterBankireport fail CUST
 
report success leaveBank i CUST 
SPEC NEWSPEC 
NEWSPEC num 
num   maxLimit enterBankcc
report success NEWSPEC num  	 u report fail NEWSPEC num
 
num  
u
cc CUSTOMER
leaveBank cc NEWSPEC num  	
Fig  	  Desired Properties of BankSystem
V LivelockFree SPEC v
T
V SPEC v
T
V SPEC v
F
V
	 No No Yes No
 No Yes Yes Yes
 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fig  
  Verication of BankSystemControllers in FDR
from the queue we decrement s and this is re
ected by the removal of a customer
froma queue Establishing deadlockfreedom of the BankSystem Step  simply
involves checking that BankSystemControllers  CounterCtrl k QueuesCtrl is
deadlockfree which is the case
The remaining checks to be performed are for livelockfreedom Step 
and the verication of safety and liveness properties Step  We cannot
prove livelockfreedom because a yes result can always be passed along the
queryQueueEmpty channel and thus we loop round the NextQCtrl process in
nitely
A desired safety property of our system is one where a customer entering
the bank can also leave at some point later and customers are allowed to use
the bank independently An appropriate liveness property will guarantee that
whenever possible given that there is a limit on the number of people allowed
in the bank at any one time the system should always oer the possibility of
letting a customer enter or leave the bank Figure  captures these properties
as CSP processes We need to show that the BankSystemControllers meet these
specication using FDR and thus we can show that they apply to the whole of
the BankSystem Result  The results of these checks are shown in Figure 
We see that this rst version succeeds on only one check
The checks mostly fail because all the important state is hidden within B
but some state is required in the CSP to ensure that the properties hold for
the controller processes using FDR This need for some state information in
the CSP controllers is clearly exhibited when we fail to show that SPEC v
T
BankSystemControllers version because the controllers allowmore behaviours
than the specication permits Consider the following trace
henterBank  c report  success setCustomer  c getCustomer  c leaveBank  ci
which illustrates the customer c attempting to leave the bank without having
rst entered it This trace is not allowed by the process SPEC but it is permitted
by BankSystemControllers This is because the channel getCustomer accepts any
cc as input since no guards are enforced and so leaveBank  c is a visible event
when it should not be
A similar counter example can be identied when we attempt to verify
SPEC v
F
BankSystemControllersversion The root cause of the verica
tion failure is again the complete hiding of state purely within B
Note  in the table  we do not check for the stable failures renement of SPEC
against the BankSystemControllers in any of the development versions because
it would require the bank system to allow users to use the bank completely
independently For example  after enterBank  c  the event enterBank  c is still
possible in SPEC due to the interleaving However  the BankSystemControllers
denition refuses it  because it will not allow anything else until a report is
provided This is perfectly reasonable  the bank system is not expected to process
customers completely independently Hence  SPEC as a liveness specication
SPEC v
F
BankSystemControllers is unreasonable
	 Version  of the Bank System
In the previous version we noted that retrieving any customer  cc  along the
channel getCustomer does not restrict the CSP behaviour appropriately  but
there was no state in the CSP which could be used to express such a restriction
on that communication allowed Therefore  in this second version we redesign
BankSystemControllers to include some useful state We begin by represent
ing the currentCustomer as state within the CSP description One option is to
duplicate the state in both the B and the CSP as we had shown in our exam
ple in  In this paper we minimise duplication  and so we do not capture
currentCustomer in the Counter machine Given this change to the Counter
machine we note that the only other variable in this machine is queueNo This
number is not used within CounterCtrl to restrict the 
ow of control and begs
the question  why capture it in that part of the system Would it not be more
appropriate in the queues partition of the system We had initially considered
moving it to the Queues machine but since it is only a natural number it can
be easily captured solely in the QueuesCtrl  This means that we no longer need
the com channel to communicate the queue number across the distributed sys
tem Furthermore  com	 is simplied to only passing the next customer to be
serviced along its channel Thus  the overall simpler architecture of the second
version is shown in Figure  The Counter machine is no longer needed but the
Queues machine contains complex state and remains almost unchanged as we
shall discuss below
enterBank
report
leaveBank
com	
com
retrieveCustomer
canJoinResponse
joinQueue
leaveQueue
queryQueueEmpty
CounterCtrl
QueuesCtrl
Queues
Fig    Communication Architecture of BankSystem Version 
The second version of the BankSystemControllers is dened fully in Fig
ure  The processes have similar execution paths but utilise fewer B query
and setting operations This version achieves all the verication aims of Steps
 for the system  but was achieved after some iteration Our rst attempt
at Step  showed the controllers reaching a deadlock situation It was possi
ble for the CounterCtrl to have processed two customers and would then be
attempting to allow another person to join the queues by sending a commu
nication along com The QueuesCtrl on the other hand had already resolved
its choice internally and was attempting to allow a customer to leave but was
forced to wait for a communication along com Thus  both synchronisation
channels were waiting for each others cooperation to continue execution This
was caused because we had limited the external interface of the bank system
and so the CSP controllers were allowed to make internal progress when they
should not be doing so Therefore  we introduced a new synchronisation channel
retrieveCustomer on one of the problematic branches to prevent this undesir
able progress Hence  BankSystemControllersversion can now be shown to be
deadlockfree Our rst attempt at Step  highlighted the fact that we could
not again prove SPEC v
T
BankSystemControllersversion As with the rst
version this was due to the fact that we could allow customers to leave the bank
who had not entered This problem was solved by introducing custSet as extra
state in the CSP  which is an abstraction of the customers held in queues Then
only customers who had entered the bank could proceed from queues to the
counter  and subsequently leave Hence we can show that the safety property is
preserved Carrying around this extra information in the CSP had an impact on
the rst branch of the QueuesCtrl  The precondition of joinQueue states that
the joining customer cc cannot already be in any queue In Version   we guar
anteed this by rst calling a query operation In this version we can make use
of custSet and use this as an alternative way of checking that cc is not already
a member of this set Consequently  we do not need to use the queryIsInQueue
CounterCtrl  CurrentCtrldefaultCustomer
CurrentCtrlnumcurrentCust 
JoinCtrlnumcurrentCust   LeaveCtrlnumcurrentCust
JoinCtrlnumcurrentCust 
num   maxLimit enterBankcc
num   report success CurrentCtrlnum  	 cc
 
num  cc  currentCust com	
cc 
canJoinResponsebb report bb
if bb  success
then
CurrentCtrlnum  	 currentCust
else
CurrentCtrlnumcurrentCust
 
num  cc  currentCust report fail CurrentCtrlnumcurrentCust
LeaveCtrlnumcurrentCust 
num  	 leaveBank 
currentCust CurrentCtrldefaultCustomer
 
num  	 leaveBank 
currentCust
retrieveCustomer  comcc  CurrentCtrlnum  	 cc
QueuesCtrl  QCtrl 	 
QCtrls queueNocustSet 
s  maxQueueingCustomerscom	cc
if cc   custSet
then
canJoinResponse
fail QCtrls queueNocustSet
else
canJoinResponse
success joinQueuecc
QCtrls  	 queueNocustSet  fccg
 
s   retrieveCustomer  NextQCtrlsqueueNocustSet
NextQCtrlsqueueNocustSet 
queryQueueEmpty
queueNobb
if bb  no
then
leaveQueue
queueNofcc  custSetg com
cc 
QCtrls  	 incqueueNocustSet  fccg
else
NextQCtrls incqueueNocustSet
A  fj com	 comcanJoinResponseretrieveCustomer jg
B  fj joinQueueleaveQueuequeryQueueEmpty jg
BankSystemControllers  CounterCtrl j A jQueuesCtrl n AB
Fig    BankSystemControllers  Version 
NextQCtrlsqueueNo lastQueueNocustSet 
queryQueueEmpty
queueNobbhqueueNo  lastQueueNo bb  noi 
if bb  no
then
leaveQueue
queueNohcc   custSeti  com
cc
QCtrls  	 incqueueNocustSet  fccg
else
NextQCtrls incqueueNo lastQueueNocustSet
Fig    Extra state in NextQCtrl to prevent livelock  Version 
operation from the Queues machine in this version which is why it is missing
fromFigure  Adding all the extra state meant that we had to redo the initial
step  Now  ensuring divergencefreedom of QueuesCtrl k Queues is more
involved because the relationship between the CSP and B captured in the CLI 
is as follows
s  
i domcustomerQueues
cardcustomerQueuesi 
custSet  ran
 
rancustomerQueues
	 Version  of the Bank System
Version  above does not ensure divergencefreedom of the BankSystem when
examining the CSP in isolation Step  It is not possible as it stands because
the assumption fcc  custSetg in the CSP description introduces a possible
divergence An application of Result  enables us to transform the assumption
into a guard to obtain an equivalent controller for the B machines Having re
moved this assumption the only remaining way divergence can arise is from an
internal loop
In fact  as in Version   the CSP description does allow an internal loop in
NextQCtrl   forever obtaining queryQueueEmpty queueNo yes on every queueNo
input in turn However  NextQCtrl will always terminate because we only call
it when s    and so there is at least one nonempty queue which will give
a result queryQueueEmpty queueNo no and exit the internal loop We need to
include this information into the CSP controller if we wish to establish results
purely from checking the CSP part of the system
One way to achieve this is by introducing an additional item of state in
order to express a guard on the values provided by the Queues machine the
last queue that will have to be checked in order to obtain a no result When
entering the loop  this value is set to be the queue preceding the rst queue
to be checked  this will be reached only if all other queues are empty This
change is given in the new NextQCtrl process  dened in Figure  The process
is called within QCtrl with the parameters s queueNo decqueueNo custSet
The guard enforces that if the last queue is being queried the answer must be
no
This extra state and guard is enough to ensure that NextQCtrl does not
loop innitely  and indeed BankSystemControllersversion	 is livelockfree It
is also necessary to show that this version of the controllers  with a guard in
place of the assumption  is still consistent with the controlled machines This
is straightforward to achieve it essentially includes within the CLI that some
queue between queueNo and lastQueueNo is nonempty Having established this 
we can then drop the guard completely  obtaining a controller whose behaviour
does not depend on the value of lastQueueNo at all  and which is equivalent to
Version  Result  then allows this part of the state to be dropped  arriving
back at the equivalent Version  of BankSystemControllers again Thus  the
system controlled by Version  must also be divergencefree
This completes the verication of the BankSystem and so to summarise 
Version  was ne if we were only concerned with deadlock freedom but if we
wanted to show that the system exhibited some more interesting properties and
also divergence freedom we needed Version  Version 	 was only introduced to
assist in the verication of Version 
 Discussion
The paper identied general development steps so that our CSPkB approach
can be adopted more widely The immediate benet of adoption is the availability
of tool support for almost all of these steps Ongoing research is being conducted
to provide tool support for Step  of the development process
In this paper we signicantly extended our approach so that a main external
interface of a combined system can be identied  and a combined communicating
system can be shown to exhibit some liveness and safety properties We can
also show deadlock and divergence freedom The checking of these behavioural
properties can be done using modelchecking tools but the properties then hold
for the combined communicating system In the case study we demonstrated
how state needed to be ltered up from the B into a CSP description so that
we could prove the desired system properties As a byproduct  we showed that
the architecture could be streamlined to contain only datarich B components
We also showed that a B component is essential when complex state is involved
because such state cannot be described easily within CSP
To the best of our knowledge there are only two other approaches which aim
to verify that a communicating specication meets some abstract specication
Circus  is one such approach which begins with an abstract specication and
by applying strict renement laws a combined specication using Z and CSP
can be dened Hence  they elegantly show by construction that a combined spec
ication meets an abstract specication Muntean and Rolland  take a similar
approach but all the communicating interaction is expressed purely within B
Both approaches are tool supported but do not allow model checking of be
havioural properties
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